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We study gamma ray transport in a medium composed of three time-dependent
regions. The inner region V is bounded by the time-dependent surface S . The1 1
second region V is bounded by S and by the surface S which is homothetic to2 1 2
S . This is used to model radionuclide imaging of the cardiac region: V is, roughly,1 1
the blood within the heart of a patient, V represents the heart walls, and V is the2 3
rest of the body. We prove that the quasi-stationary solution of the corresponding
photon transport problem, which satisfies a stationary-like equation, is a good
approximation to the exact solution because the speed of the heart walls is much
smaller than the speed of light. Furthermore, we show that the quasi-stationary
Ž .solution n t and its properties may be used to convert the gamma ray densities
Ž . Ž . Ž .n t q d , n t q 2d , . . . , detected at later times, to the first detection n t .
Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The basis of the radionuclide imaging technique in cardiology is the
notion of a tracer in the form of a radiopharmaceutical which emits
gamma rays and which can be administered to patients usually by intra-
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depends on the physiological processes within the body, which differ in
w xhealth and disease 9 .
Radionuclide imaging is performed with a device known as a gamma
camera. The simplest technique is that of planar imaging in which the
detector is placed close to the patient and a two-dimensional representa-
tion of the three-dimensional radioactivity distribution is obtained. Often
several views are required from different directions and each may take
several minutes because of either equipment insensitivity or limitations of
the dose which can be administered to the patient.
In cardiac studies an additional complication is the fact that the heart is
beating, at about one beat per second. Thus, during the time taken to
acquire one view many beats can occur and this movement of the heart
may result in image blurring.
The aim of radionuclide diagnosis is to determine the bulk parameters
of the heart from the scattered energy field, i.e., from the far field.
Mathematically this aim can be modelled conveniently in terms of an
initial boundary value problem for a suitable photon transport equation.
Here we shall be concerned with the so-called direct problem in which the
distribution of radiopharmaceuticals and target characteristics are known
and the aim is to predict the far field both when the target is stationary
and also when it is moving. Of prime practical interest is the much more
difficult inverse problem in which the target characteristics have to be
w xdetermined from the far field data 8 . Results for this connection will be
communicated separately.
In acoustic and electromagnetic problems a frequently employed method
of approximating the field scattered by a moving body is to calculate the
stationary field scattered by the body at each time t as if the body were
frozen at that time. This yields a time-dependent sequence of stationary
w xfields referred to as the quasi-stationary fields. In 5 the quasi-stationary
approximation is rigorously derived for acoustic and electromagnetic prob-
lems involving an appropriate wave equation. Here we extend these
notions to the case of a moving radioactive body. This leads to a considera-
tion of the photon transport equation and we discuss the quality of the
quasi-stationary approximation in this setting.
2. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We shall assume that the cardiac region can be represented by the
three-region medium V s V j V j V ; see Fig. 1. The inner region V is1 2 3 1
bounded by the closed regular surface S , which is time dependent. The1
region V models the heart walls and is bounded by S and by the regular2 1
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region outside S , is where the photon far field is detected. The surfaces2
S and S are defined by1 2
x y z
S : w , , s 01 ž /a t a t a tŽ . Ž . Ž .
1Ž .
x y z
S : w , , s 02 ž /a t q h a t q h a t q hŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where we assume that w p , p , p has continuous first and sec-1 2 3
< < Ž 2 2 2 .1r2ond partial derivatives. Hence, for all p s p q p q p F l ,1 2 3
< Ž . <grad w p , p , p F b and the absolute values of the second derivativesp 1 2 3
Ž . Ž .of w p , p , p are bounded by some b l is given so that l c 1 .1 2 3 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In 1 , a is a twice differentiable function of t, such that i a 0 ) 0, ii
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all t G 0, 0 F a t F a s sup a t - ‘, and iii for all t G 0,˙ ˙t G 0
< Ž . < Ž Ž ..a t F a . Moreover, h is a given positive constant and usually h - a 0 .¨ 1
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..We also assume that w xra t , yra t , zra t ) 0 if r s x i q y j q zk is
outside S ; see Fig. 1. For instance, if S is a spherical surface, we may1 1
take
2 2 2
w xra t , yra t , zra t s xra t q yra t q zra t y 1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Remark 1. We shall say that a t is the ‘‘speed’’ of S and h is the˙ 1
Ž .‘‘thickness’’ of the heart walls. In fact, if p , p , p is such that1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .w p , p , p s 0, then P s x, y, z belongs to S for all t G 0 if xra t1 2 3 1
˙Ž . Ž . Žs p , yra t s p , and zra t s p and so we have that P s p i q p j1 2 3 1 2
. Ž .q p k a t .˙3
X Ž X X X.Furthermore, P s x , y , z is the point on S that ‘‘corresponds’’ to P2
X w Ž . x X w Ž . x X w Ž . xif x r a t q h s p , y r a t q h s p , and z r a t q h s p . Then1 2 3
we obtain
1r22 2 2X X X XP y P s x y x q y y y q z y zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1r22 2 2s p q p q p h.1 2 3
The basic idea is to consider V s V j V j V as a one-region medium1 2 3
w xwith position- and time-dependent cross sections 3 . In fact, the total and
Ž . Ž .the scattering cross sections within V, s r, t , and s r, t , respectively,s
may be defined by
s r, t s s q s y s H w q s y s H cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3 2
s r, t s s q s y s H w q s y s H c ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s s1 s2 s1 s3 s2
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Ž Ž . Ž .where H is the Heaviside’s unit function H h s 0 if h F 0; H h s 1 if
. Ž .h ) 0 and, for ease of presentation, we write here and in the following w
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž w Ž .rather than w xra t , yra t , zra t and c instead of w xr a t q
x w Ž . x w Ž . x.h , yr a t q h , zr a t q h . Moreover, the given nonnegative constants
s and s are the total and the scattering cross sections, respectively,i s i
Ž . Ž .within V , i s 1, 2, 3. Note that s r, t s s and s r, t s s if r g V . Ini i s s i i
Ž .what follows, we shall also use the constant cross sections
 4  4s s min s , s , s , s s max s , s , s ,m 1 2 3 M 1 2 3
 4s s max s , s , s .sM s1 s2 s3
Ž .Since the derivative of H h at h s 0 is not defined, we shall assume that
Ž . Ž .s r, t and s r, t are given bys
s r, t s s q s y s H w q s y s H cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3 2
2Ž .
s r, t s s q s y s H w q s y s H cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s s1 s2 s1 s3 s2
Ž . Ž .where H h has continuous first and second derivatives on y‘, q‘ and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .is such that i H h s 0 if h F 0 and H h s 1 if h G « , and ii
X YŽ . < Ž . <0 - H h F g and H h F g if 0 - h - « . Here, « is given and1
X YŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 - « g a 0 . Note that H h s 0 and H h s 0 if h f 0, « .
Remark 2. Roughly, the introduction of the function H ‘‘makes smooth’’
the passage from V to V and from V to V .1 2 2 3
Ž .By using definition 2 we can write the photon transport equation in the
w x Ž .following form 7 . If N r, u, t is the number density of photons that, at
time t, are at r g V and travel with velocity v s cu, we have
›
N r, u, t s ycu ? grad N r, u, t y cs r, t N r, u, tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
› t
1
X Xq cs r, t N r, u , t du q q r, t . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hs4p S
Ž .In Eq. 3 , c is the speed of light, u is the unit vector in the direction of v,
S is the spherical surface of unit radius, and duX is the surface element of
X Ž .S centered at u . The integral term on the right-hand side of 3 is due to
the scattering phenomenon which is assumed to be isotropic for simplicity.
Ž .The source term q r, t is defined by
q r, t s q q q y q H w q q r y q H cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 3 2
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Ž .where q and q are given nonnegative constants whereas q r s 0 if1 2 3
Ž . < <r f V , q r s q s a nonnegative constant if r g V and r F L, and3 3 3 3
Ž . < < Ž Ž .q r s 0 if r g V and r ) L. We choose L s l a 0 so that L is much3 3
Ž . .greater than the characteristic length a 0 because l c 1.
Ž .Equation 3 must be supplemented with the initial condition
N r, u, 0 s N r, u , r g V , u g S 4Ž . Ž . Ž .o
where N is a given nonnegative function.o
In what follows we shall assume that N is the solution of the stationaryo
transport equation
0 s ycu ? grad N r, u y cs r, 0 N r, uŽ . Ž . Ž .o o
1
X Xq cs r, 0 N r, u du q q r, 0 . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hs o4p S
Ž .Note that Eq. 5 corresponds to the structure that V has at t s 0. In fact
we have, for instance, that
x y z
s r, 0 s s q s y s H w , ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 ž /ž /a 0 a 0 a 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
x y z
q s y s H w , ,Ž .3 2 ž /ž /a 0 q h a 0 q h a 0 q hŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž . w x w xand so s r, 0 s s if r g V where V is bounded by the surface1 1 ts0 1 ts0
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Žw xra 0 , yra 0 , zra 0 s 0. We recall that the cross sections s andi
.s , i s 1, 2, 3, are given nonnegative constants.si
3. THE ABSTRACT SETTING
1Ž 3 .Let X be the Banach space L R = S with norm
5 5f s du f r, u dV ,Ž .H H
3S R
where dV s dx dy dz.
Remark 3. If f g X represents a photon density, then f belongs to Xq
where
X s f : f g X , f r, u G 0 for almost all r, u g R3 = S 4Ž . Ž .q
5 5is the closed positive cone of X. It follows that f is the total number of
photons within V.
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Ž . Ž .In order to transform system 3 ] 4 into an abstract evolution problem
Ž . Ž .in X, we define the operators A: X > D A “ R A ; X and K : X s
Ž . Ž .D K “ R K ; X as
 4Af r, u s ycu ? grad f r, u , D A s f : f g X , Af g X 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1
X XKf r s f r, u du , D K s X . 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H4p S
Ž .In definition 6 we assume that the speed of light c has the same value
within each of the three regions V , V , and V . Then, the formal expres-1 2 3
sion of the operator A is time independent because it is not linked to the
Ž .configuration of V s V j V j V at time t. As a consequence, D A is a1 2 3
time-independent subset of the Banach space X. Note that the boundary
Ž .movement is taken into account by the fact that the cross sections s r, t ,
Ž . Ž . Žs r, t and the source term q r, t are time dependent that is, by the facts
.that the physical properties of the medium V change as time elapses . As
Ž .far as the operator K is concerned, it is not difficult to show that 7
5 5implies that K s 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows from 6 and 7 that an abstract version of system 3 ] 4 has
the form
d
N t s A y cs t I q cs t K N t q q t , t ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .sdt 8Ž .
N 0 s NŽ . o
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where N t s N ?, ? , t , s t s s ?, t , s t s s ?, t , and q t s q ?, ts s
w .are now to be interpreted as functions from 0, q‘ into X and dNrdt is a
w x Ž .strong derivative 1 . The abstract version of the stationary Eq. 5 is given
by
0 s A y cs 0 I q cs 0 K N q q 0 . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s o
In the lemmas below we list some results which will be used to prove
Ž .existence and uniqueness of the solutions of problem 8 and of the
Ž .stationary Eq. 9 .
Ž .LEMMA 4. i The source term is strongly continuously differentiable and
d a tŽ .˙ Xq t s q t s y q y q H w r ? grad wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ 2 1dt a tŽ .
Xq q r y q H c r ? grad c . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .43 2
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Ž . Ž . Ž .ii The operators cs t I and cs t K are continuously differentiable ins
norm and
d d
cs t I s cs t I , cs t K s cs t K 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙s sdt dt
where
a tŽ .˙ Xs t s y s y s H w r ? grad wŽ . Ž . Ž .˙ 2 1a tŽ .
Xq s y s H c r ? grad cŽ . Ž . 43 2
Ž . Ž .and s t has the same form as s t with s replaced by s .˙ ˙s i s i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Relations 10 and 11 follow directly from 2 and from the
Ž . Ž .definition of q t . We remark that all the assumptions on w, a t , and
Ž . Ž .H h are necessary to prove that the strong derivative of H w with
XŽ . Ž .respect to t is given by y ara H w r ? grad w. Note that, for simplicity,˙
Ž Ž .we used the symbols grad w and grad c rather than grad w xra t ,r
Ž . Ž .. Ž w Ž . x w Ž . x w Ž . x.yra t , zra t and grad w xr a t q h , yr a t q h , zr a t q h .r
Ž . Ž .We now recall that L s l a 0 c a 0 because l c 1; see the assump-
Ž .tions on w after 1 . As a consequence, if l is chosen large enough, the
< < < <inequality r s x i q y j q zk ) L characterizes locations which are far
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž w Ž .outside S and both w s w xra t , yra t , zra t and c s w xr a t q2
X Xx w Ž . x w Ž . x. Ž . Ž .h , yr a t q h , zr a t q h are larger than « . Hence, H w s H c
< <s 0 for all r ) L. We then have
a tŽ .˙ X< < < <q t F du q y q H w r ? grad wŽ . Ž .˙ H H 2 12
< <S r FLa tŽ .
X< < < <q q y q H c r ? grad c dVŽ . 43 2
a tŽ .˙
< < < <F q y q q q y q g Lb du dV 4 H H2 1 3 22
< <S r FLa tŽ .
a t 16Ž .˙
2 3< < < <F q y q q q y q g Lb p L 42 1 3 22 3a tŽ .
and so
a 16
2 4 < < < <q t F p L gb q y q q q y q 12Ž . Ž .Ž .˙ 2 1 3 22 3a 0Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .because a s sup a t and a 0 F a t .˙t G 0
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In an analogous way we obtain
a
< < < <s t s Lgb s y s q s y s 13Ž . Ž .Ž .˙ ‘ 2 1 3 22a 0Ž .
where
35 5f s ess sup f r, u , r, u g R = S . 4Ž . Ž .‘
< < Ž .We remark that the inequality r F L s l a 0 implies that
x y z 1 a 0Ž .
< < < <p s i q j q k s r F l F l .
a t a t a t a t a tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence we have
1




< < Ž .for all r F L; see the assumptions on w after 1 .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5. The operator A y cs I belongs to the class G 1, ycs ; X ;M M
 Ž . 4that is, it generates the strongly continuous semigroup Z t , t G 0 such that
5 Ž .5 Ž . Ž .Z t F exp ycs t for all t G 0. Moreo¤er, Z t maps X into itself.M q
Proof. Consider the equation
zI y A y cs I f s gŽ .M
where g is a given element of X, z is a real parameter, and the unknown f
Ž . Ž . Ž .must be sought in D A y cs I s D A ; see 6 . For all z ) ycs weM M
have
y1f r, u s zI y A y cs I g r, uŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /M
q‘1 z q csMs exp y s g r y su, u ds 14Ž . Ž .H ž /c c0
w x2, 4 , and also
5 5 5 5f F g r z q cs ;Ž .M
i.e.,
y1 y1zI y A y cs I F z q cs , z ) ycs . 15Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M
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Ž .Since it is known that A is closed and densely defined, inequality 15
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .implies that A y cs I g G 1, ycs ; X 1, 6 . Moreover, relation 14M M
w Ž .xy1shows that zI y A y cs I g belongs to X if g g X and conse-M q q
quently
ymt
Z t g s lim I y A y cs I g g XŽ . Ž .M qmn“‘
because X is closed.q
Ž .We now return to the evolution problem 8 and to the stationary
Ž .Eq. 9 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6. i If N g D A , problem 8 has a unique strict solutiono
Ž . w .N t , t g 0, q‘ , which is also the unique continuous solution of the integral
equation
t t
N t s Z t N q Z t y s q s ds q Z t y s B s N s ds 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ho
0 0
where
B s s c s y s s I q cs s K , D B s s X . 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .M s
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii N t g X for all t G 0 if N g D A l X .q o q
Ž . Ž .iii The unique solution of the stationary Eq. 9 is gi¤en by
y1N s y A y cs 0 I q cs 0 K q 0 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .o s
Ž .and N g D A l X pro¤ided that s - s .o q sM m
Ž . Ž .Proof. i We first observe that Eq. 8 can be put into the form
d
N t s A y cs I N t q B t N t q q tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Mdt
Ž .where by Lemma 5 the operator A y cs I is the generator of theM
Ž . Ž . Ž .semigroup Z t . Then i follows because q t is continuously differen-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tiable and B t is continuously differentiable in norm; see 10 and 11 in
w xLemma 4 and 1, Section 5.3 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w xii N t g X for all t G 0 because, in Eq. 16 , Z t X ; Xq q q
Ž .w x Ž . Ž . Ž .by Lemma 5 and B s X ; X by 17 where s s F s and q s g Xq q M q
;s G 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Note that s 0 s s ?, 0 where s r, 0 is given by the first of 2
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž w Ž . x w Ž .with w s w xra 0 , yra 0 , zra 0 and c s w xr a 0 q h , yr a 0 q
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x w Ž . x. Ž .h , zr a 0 q h . Then, by procedures similar to those leading to 14 , we
have for all g g X that
y1y A y cs 0 I gŽ .
q‘ s1
X Xs exp y s r y s u, 0 ds g r y su, u ds 19Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hc 0 0
and
y1A y cs 0 I F 1rcs .Ž . m
5 Ž . 5 5 Ž . w Ž . xy1 5Since cs 0 K F cs and cs 0 K A y cs 0 I F s rs - 1s sM s sM m
provided that s - s , we obtainsM m
y1y A y cs 0 I q cs 0 KŽ . Ž .s
y1y1y1s y A y cs 0 I I y cs 0 K y A y cs 0 IŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5s
‘ jy1y1s y A y cs 0 I cs 0 K y A y cs 0 I . 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5Ý s
js0
w Ž . Ž . xy1 Ž .Thus A y cs 0 I q cs 0 K exists and belongs to the class B X ifs
Ž .s - s and 18 is proved.sM m
Ž . w Ž . xy1w xFinally, 19 shows that y A y cs 0 I X ; X . It follows thatq q
y1 w xy A y cs 0 I q cs 0 K X ; XŽ . Ž .s q q
Ž . w x Ž .because cs 0 K X ; X in 20 and X is closed.s q q q
Remark 7. The regions V , V , and V have similar physical properties1 2 3
Ž .and so the values of the three constant cross sections s are not tooi
Ž .different and the same property holds for the three constant s . Itsi
 4  4follows that s s min s , s , s and s s max s , s , s are close andm 1 2 3 M 1 2 3
so the condition s ) s is reasonable from a physical viewpoint be-m sM
cause obviously s ) s .M sM
4. THE QUASI-STATIONARY APPROXIMATION
Ž . Ž .We say that n t s n ?, ? , t is a quasi-stationary approximation to the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solution N t s N ?, ? , t of problem 8 if n t satisfies the equation
0 s A y cs t I q cs t K n t q q t . 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that 21 has the form of the stationary Eq. 9 with s 0 , s 0 , ands
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q 0 replaced by s t , s t , and q t . On the other hand, Eq. 21 may bes
Ž .interpreted as an approximate form of 8 if dNrdt is ‘‘small.’’ We also
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .remark that s t , s t , and q t depend on t though a t and so n ts
Ž . Ž .should be a ‘‘good approximation’’ to N t if a t is a slowly varying
Ž Ž . Ž . .function of time. See 10 ] 13 in Lemma 4.
Ž .LEMMA 8. i If s ) s the unique solution of the quasi-stationary Eq.m sM
Ž .21 has the form
y1n t s y A y cs t I q cs t K q t , t G 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s 22Ž .
n 0 s N .Ž . o
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii n t is continuously differentiable and its strong deri¤ati¤e n t s˙
dnrdt is gi¤en by
y1n t s y A y cs t I q cs t K q tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙s
y1q A y cs t I q cs t K ycs t I q cs t KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙s s
y1
= A y cs t I q cs t K q t 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s
and
a
n t F x a s sup a t 24Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙ž /c tG0
where
16 gb
2 4 < < < <x s p L q y q q q y qŽ .2 1 3 223 a 0 s y sŽ . Ž .m sM
1
< < < < < < < <q s y s q s y s q s y s q s y s qŽ .2 1 3 2 s2 s1 s3 s2 Ms y sm sM
 4with q s max q , q , q .M 1 2 3
Ž . w Ž . xy1 Ž . ŽProof. i The operator y A y cs t I is given by 19 with s r y
X . Ž X . Ž X . Xs u, 0 replaced by s r y s u, t . Since s r y s u, t G s for all r y s um
g V and t G 0, we still have
y1y A y cs t I F 1rcs .Ž . m
Ž .On the other hand, 0 F s r, t F s for all r g V and t G 0 and sos sM
5 5cs t K F cs K s cs .Ž .s sM sM
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Ž .As in Theorem 6 iii we then obtain
y1A y cs t I q cs t KŽ . Ž .s
‘ jy1y1s y A y cs t I cs t K y A y cs t IŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5Ý s
js0
and
y1A y cs t I q cs t KŽ . Ž .s
‘ jy1 y1F A y cs t I cs t K A y cs t IŽ . Ž . Ž .½ 5Ý s
js0
‘1 1jF cs rcs s . 25Ž . Ž .Ý sM mcs c s y sŽ .m m sMjs0
Ž . w Ž . Ž . xii The operator ycs t I q cs t K is differentiable in norm ands
we have
d
ycs t I q cs t K s ycs t I q cs t KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙s sdt
Ž .because of 11 in Lemma 4. Then it is not difficult to show that the
w Ž . Ž . xy1 Ž .operator A y cs t I q cs t K g B X is also differentiable in norms
and
d y1A y cs t I q cs t KŽ . Ž .sdt
y1s y A y cs t q cs t K ycs t I q cs t KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙s s
y1
= A y cs t I q cs t K .Ž . Ž .s
Ž . Ž .Thus relation 23 follows from 22 .
Ž . Ž .Finally, we have from 23 and 25 that
1
n t F q tŽ . Ž .˙ ˙
c s y sŽ .m sM
c s t q c s tŽ . Ž .˙ ˙‘ s ‘q q tŽ .22c s y sŽ .m sM
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Ž . Ž . Ž .and 24 is proved by using 12 , 13 , and the inequality
16
2 3  4q t F p L q q s max q , q , q .Ž . Ž .M M 1 2 33
Ž . Ž .If the ‘‘error’’ m t s m ?, ? , t is defined by
m t s N t y n t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Lemma 8 ii shows that m t is strongly differentiable. Then it follows
Ž . Ž . Ž .from 8 and 21 that m t satisfies the system
d
m t s A y cs t I q cs t K m t y n t , t ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙sdt 26Ž .
m 0 s 0.Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that system 26 has the same form as 8 with q t and N replacedo
Ž . Ž .by yn t and by the zero element of X, respectively. Hence m t is also˙
the continuous solution of the integral equation
t
m t s Z t y s B s m s y n s ds; 27 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙H
0
Ž . Ž .see Theorem 6 i and 16 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 9. If s ) s , the error m t s N t y n t satisfies them sM
inequality
x a
m t F . 28Ž . Ž .
c s y s cŽ .m sM
Ž .Proof. We have from 17 that
5 5 5 5B s F c s y s I q cs K F c s y s q cs .Ž . Ž . Ž .M m sM M m sM
Ž .Then we obtain from 27
t
m t F exp ycs t y sŽ . Ž .H M
0
a
= c s y s q cs m s q x dsŽ . Ž .M m sM½ 5c
Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5 Ž .where we used 24 . If m t s m t exp cs , the preceding inequalityM
becomes
at t
m t F c s y s q cs m s ds q x exp cs dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HM m sM Mc0 0
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and Gronwall’s lemma gives
a t
m t F x exp cs t exp yc s y s t y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .HM m sMc 0
and so
x a
m t s m t exp ycs t F .Ž . Ž . Ž .M c s y s cŽ .m sM
Ž .Remark 10. All the preceding results still hold if a t may take both˙
Ž .positive and negative values and 0 - a F a t for all t G 0. Only a fewm
Ž .modifications are needed such as, for instance to replace a s sup a t˙t G 0
< Ž . <with a s sup a t .˙t G 0
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Ž . Ž .Inequality 28 shows that the quasi-stationary solution n t is a good
Ž . Ž .approximation to the exact gamma ray density N t if a s sup a t g c˙t G 0
Ž < Ž . < .or a s sup a t g c , that is, if the speed of the boundary surfaces S˙t G 0 1
Žand S is small compared to the speed of light and this is obviously the2
. Ž .case . Thus, the quasi-stationary approximation n t can be used instead of
Ž .the exact solution N t for all practical purposes in radionuclide imaging.
For instance, let t ) 0 and let 0 - d g t be given. Assume that the
photon density is detected at some r g V and at times t, t q d , . . . , t q kd .
Then we have
n t s n t q jd y j d n t , j s 1, 2, . . . , kŽ . Ž . Ž .˙
and the k ‘‘far fields’’ measured at different times may be ‘‘converted’’ to
Ž .reproduce the initial view n t . This could take care of the blurring
phenomenon.
Ž .We observe that an approximate expression for n t is given by
y1y1n t ( y A y cs t I I q cs t K y A y cs t I q tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5s
29Ž .
Ž .2with an error on the order of s rs . Note that the explicit form of allsM m
Ž .the operators appearing in 29 is known.
We remark that it may be of some interest for applications to evaluate
how the quasi-stationary solution depends on the parameter h, i.e., on the
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Ž .thickness of the heart walls. If dnrdh is the strong derivative of n t with
respect to h, by a procedure similar to that used in Section 4 we obtain
dn dqy1s y A y cs t I q cs t KŽ . Ž .sdh dh
ds dssy1q A y cs t I q cs t K yc I q c KŽ . Ž .s dh dh
y1
= A y cs t I q cs t K qŽ . Ž .s
where
dq dH ds dH
s q r y q c , s s y s c ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 2 3 2dh dh dh dh
ds dHs s s y s cŽ . Ž .s3 s2dh dh
and
d 1
XH c s y H c r ? grad cŽ . Ž .
dh a t q hŽ .
because q, s , and s depend on h only through c .s
For all t G 0, we have
dn 1 dq ds ds 1s
5 5F q yc I q c K q
dh cs y s dh dh dh c s y sŽ . Ž .m sM m sM
where
dq dH
F c q r y qŽ . Ž .3 2dh dh ‘
1 b 16 gb
2 4 < <F g L q r y q F p L q y q ,Ž .3 2 3 22a t q h a t q h 3Ž . Ž . a tŽ .
ds ds ds dss s
5 5 5 5yc I q c K F c I q c K
dh dh dh dh‘ ‘
gb
< < < <F cL s y s q s y s ,Ž .3 2 s3 s22a tŽ .
16




2 4F p L 2dh 3 a 0 c s y sŽ . Ž .m sM
1 x
< < < < < <= q y q q s y s q s y s q F ,Ž .3 2 3 2 s3 s2 M½ 5s y s cm sM
30Ž .
where x was defined in Lemma 8.
Ž . Ž .Inequality 30 indicates that the sensitivity of n t to the thickness of
the heart walls is on the order of xrc and so, in particular, it depends on
 4the ‘‘maximum source power’’ q s max q , q , q .M 1 2 3
Ž . ŽFinally, the first-order approximation 29 or a higher-order approxima-
.tion can be used to evaluate an approximate value of the thickness h of
the heart walls. In fact, assume that a first-guess hŽ1. for h is given. Then,
Ž . Ž .returning to the ‘‘more physical’’ symbol n r, u, t , we obtain from 29 the
Ž1.Ž . Ž1.Ž . Ž1.Ž .photon densities n r, u, t , n r, u, t q d , . . . , n r, u, t q kd at a given
Ž .r, u and at times t, t q d , . . . , t q kd . These values are compared with the
corresponding densities measured by the gamma camera and this suggests
a second guess hŽ2. for h. Such a procedure is iterated until the calculated
densities are ‘‘close’’ to the experimental ones. Intuitively, things should be
simpler and the procedure more efficient if both q and q are zero or2 3
much smaller than the source q within the inner region V .1 1
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